BECOMING AN ADVOCATE:
HOW TO INFLUENCE POLICY
Note: This publication summarizes a 60-minute webinar. To view slides and a recording, visit www.imprintproject.org.

Advocacy is an effective way to give a face to skilled immigrant issues. Once a specific issue has been
researched and key decision makers are identified, you can move forward in influencing policy.
This publication covers:




Your role as an advocate
Conducting a visit to your state or
federal legislator




How to engage in other advocacy activities
Ideas for putting together briefing materials

IMPRINT extends a warm thank you to the American Public Health Association for sharing information used in the
development of this publication.

YOUR ROLE AS AN ADVO CATE
Advocates are seen as credible sources and can help shape public debate by
educating lawmakers on the importance of programs in your state/district.
Advocacy also helps in creating a unified voice of support, since budget climates
often require legislators to prioritize programs.
It is important to support legislators who are ‘champions’ for your issue, and ensure
that unsupportive lawmakers hear from you as well.

KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL LEGISLATIVE MEETING
Before the meeting:





Understand your issue and how it relates to the legislator’s interests

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Research the legislator’s positions on various issues and their committee
assignments
Create a speaking agenda with key points that you want to be heard

Often, you will be
meeting with a
legislative staffer, not
the elected official.

During the meeting:







Be pleasant, flexible, succinct, and strategic
Have and make your “ask” (request for legislator’s action)
Use personal stories/district-specific information to capture their attention
Leave behind briefing materials (see page 2 for tips on creating leave-behinds)

Offer yourself as a resource

This is can be
advantageous
because staffers are
often assigned
specific issues to
focus on and develop
expertise over time.

After the meeting:






Answer any questions that you couldn’t address in the meeting
Send materials in electronic form if requested
Follow-up on your “ask”
Say “Thank you!” (an email is fine)

For additional guidance in conducting legislative visits, check out:
www.apha.org/advocacy.
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OTHER ADVOCACY ACTIV ITIES: THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF TESTIFYING
Submitting testimony to Congressional or state legislative hearings can help to build awareness of your issue among
legislators. Think broadly, and consider how your issue may be relevant to a larger topic.
Written testimony:



There is typically no limit on how many groups or individuals may submit written testimony.



Keep your submission to 2-3 pages, double-spaced. Add footnotes or citations as appropriate.



Meet the deadline for submitting testimony (submit early if you can).



Use www.govtrack.us to keep track of pending legislation relevant to skilled immigrants or check the relevant
Congressional committee’s webpage to see scheduled hearings.

Testifying in person:



Being invited to speak is rare, unless you are part of a large, well-known organization or you have already
made a personal connection with the legislator who is chairing the committee.



Remember that any constituent may speak up. You do not need to be a naturalized US citizen.



Read your testimony aloud to practice. Words that flow smoothly on paper may sound awkward when spoken.

OTHER ADVOCACY ACTIV ITIES: PUBLISHING OPINION -EDITORIALS
An op-ed is a short essay of 500-700 words that illustrates your issue. Publishing an op-ed
can help the public learn about your issue. More importantly, a published op-ed is a
useful handout or “leave-behind” for speaking with funders, policymakers, and others.
How to publish an Op-Ed
1.

Draft your essay. Have a co-worker review it for accuracy and readability. Get your
organization’s sign-off if needed.

2.

Find an outlet for publication. Consider your local newspaper, city or regional
newspaper, or an online-only publication such as the National Journal’s The Next
America; New America Media; or Latina Lista.

3.

Make sure there is a relevant “news hook” connecting your essay to a current event.

4.

Follow the publication’s instructions for submission. Make sure to read them carefully!

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES


Correspondence:
make phone calls,
write letters and
emails to elected
officials



Host public events:
town halls, public

For more tips, check out www.theopedproject.org.

meetings, local
events

CREATING BRIEFING MA TERIALS



When creating leave-behinds, avoid overwhelming your audience! Remember that less
is more — but do include your contact information for easy follow-up.
Keep in mind:

Media: letter to the
editor, social media



Invite elected
officials to visit your



A simple one-page overview can be used as a handout or briefing material for
legislators, the media, or other audiences.



Sometimes creating a chart or graph can tell your story better than words.



Using human stories of skilled immigrants can be a powerful force for advocacy.



It’s okay to repurpose existing material! Include written testimony and published
op-eds in your packet of materials.

For talking points on skilled immigrant issues,
www.imprintproject.org/downloads/our-publications.
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